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Abstract
In a previous paper, the approach to structural operational semantics using transition system spec-
ifications (TSSs) was extended to deal with variable binding operators. It was shown that in the
new setting a generalization of the transition rule format known as the panth format guarantees that
bisimulation equivalence is a congruence for meaningful TSSs. In the current paper, it is shown
that certain syntactic criteria to determine whether a TSS is an operational conservative extension of
another TSS, originating from Fokkink and Verhoef, are applicable to the new setting as well. This
result can for example be used to simplify proofs of axiomatic conservativity and completeness in
the case where an existing process calculus is extended with new features.
© 2002 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Transition system specifications (TSSs) are used in an approach to structural opera-
tional semantics (SOS) that considers transition systems where the states are the closed
terms over a given signature. The notion of TSS was first introduced in Ref. [1]. The
original TSSs define binary transition relations by means of transition rules with positive
premises. The notion of TSS was generalized in Refs. [2–5] to TSSs that define unary
and binary transition relations by means of transition rules with positive and negative
premises.
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In Ref. [6], it was generalized further to cover variable binding operators. The new TSSs
can amongst other things deal with: the integration operator
∫
of real time ACP [7], the sum
operator
∑
of µCRL [8], and the recursion operator µ of CSP [9] and CCS [10]. It was
found that the notions of bisimulation equivalence and panth format generalize naturally
to the new TSSs, and moreover that in the new setting bisimulation equivalence is still a
congruence for meaningful TSSs in panth format.
The notion of TSS was first generalized to cover variable binding operators in Ref. [11]. In
Ref. [6], an alternative extension was introduced that keeps the new TSSs more closely
related to the original ones. In Ref. [11], no transition rule format is given that guarantees
that bisimulation equivalence is a congruence. However, in that paper syntactic criteria are
given to determine whether a TSS is an operational conservative extension of another TSS.
In this paper, it is shown that those syntactic criteria are applicable to the new setting as well.
The explanation of the meaning of TSSs given in this paper differs from the one given
in Ref. [6]. The new explanation uses less model-theoretic notions and more proof-the-
oretic notions. In that way, it conveys a more intuitive understanding of the meaning of
TSSs.
It was recently found that the generalized panth format given in Ref. [6] could be made
somewhat less restrictive. In this paper, the new relaxed version of the format is presented.
In various applications of TSSs, it is impractical and unnecessary to provide the terms
of certain sorts with an operational semantics because there exists a fully established se-
mantics for them. The sort that represents the time domain in process calculi with timing,
usually N or R0, is a typical example. By distinguishing such sorts, the generalized panth
format can be relaxed further and transition relations can be parametrized. In Ref. [6],
where such sorts are called given sorts, these matters have been discussed. In this paper,
that discussion is adapted to the new explanation of the meaning of TSSs.
The TSSs introduced in Ref. [6] are TSSs that define transition relations on binding
terms. Binding terms, first introduced in Ref. [12], are basically second-order terms of a re-
stricted kind, suitable to deal with variable binding operators. As a result, binding terms are
not meant to deal with general second-order operators. They do not support higher-order
operators other than the second-order operators that can be regarded as variable binding
operators. Consequently, the new TSSs are for example not intrinsically appropriate to
provide higher-order process calculi with an operational semantics. Approaches to SOS
for the higher-order case have, for example, been studied in Refs. [13,14].
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 covers the preliminaries needed in the
remainder of the paper. In Section 3, the basic approach to SOS using TSSs, which does not
cover variable binding operators, is presented. The extension to deal with variable binding
operators is introduced in Section 4. In Section 5, operational conservativity of TSSs is
defined and syntactic criteria to determine whether a TSS is an operational conservative
extension of another TSS are given which are applicable to the setting with variable binding
operators. The adapted discussion about given sorts can be found in Section 6. Finally, in
Section 7, some concluding remarks are made.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we briefly review the basic notions on which the material presented in
this paper is founded and establish the notation and terminology used.
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2.1. Signatures, terms and equations
We assume a setS of sorts (type symbols), a set O of operators (function symbols) and
a setV of variables. Each operator o ∈ O has a sequence of argument sorts 〈s1, . . . , sn〉 ∈
S∗ and a result sort s ∈S. Each variable x ∈V has a sort s ∈S. It is assumed that the
sets V and O are disjoint. We use the notation o : s1 × · · · × sn → s to indicate that o is
an operator of which the sequence of argument sorts is 〈s1, . . . , sn〉 and the result sort is s.
We use the notation x : s to indicate that x is a variable of which the sort is s.
Constants are regarded as nullary operators, i.e. operators of which the sequence of
argument sorts has length 0.
A (many-sorted) signature is a pair  = (S,O), with S ⊆S and O ⊆ O, such that for
all o ∈ O, if o : s1 × · · · × sn → s, then s1, . . . , sn, s ∈ S.
Let  = (S,O) be a signature. Then the variable domain for , written V, is the set
{x ∈V | ∃s ∈ S  x : s}.
Let  = (S,O) be a signature and X ⊆V. For each s ∈ S, there is a set T(X)s of
terms over  and X of sort s. These sets are the smallest sets satisfying:
(1) if x ∈ X and x : s, then x ∈T(X)s ;
(2) if o ∈ O, o : s1 × · · · × sn → s, and t1 ∈T(X)s1 , . . . , tn ∈T(X)sn , then o(t1, . . . ,
tn) ∈T(X)s .
Nullary operators are used as terms: we write o for the term o( ). The set T(X) of
terms over  and X is the set
⋃{T(X)s | s ∈ S}. For each t ∈T(X), we write s(t) for
the sort s ∈ S such that t ∈T(X)s . We write T for the set T(V). The set T is
called the set of terms over . A term over  is also called a -term.
A term t is closed if it does not contain variables. We write CTs for the setT(∅)s of
closed -terms of sort s and we write CT for the set T(∅) of closed -terms.
A substitution of terms over  and X for variables in X is a sort-respecting function
σ: X →T(X). A substitution σ extends from variables to terms in the obvious way:
σ(t) is the term obtained by simultaneously replacing in t all occurrences of variables x
by σ(x). We usually write tσ for σ(t). We write [t1, . . . , tn/x1, . . . , xn] for the substitution
σ such that σ(x1) = t1, . . . , σ(xn) = tn and σ(x) = x if x /∈ {x1, . . . , xn}. A substitution
σ: X →T(X) is closed if σ(x) ∈ CT for all x ∈ X.
Let  = (S,O) be a signature and X ⊆V. Then the set E(X) of equations over 
and X is the smallest set satisfying:
if t1, t2 ∈T(X)s for some s ∈ S, then t1 = t2 ∈ E(X).
We write E for the set E(V). The set E is called the set of equations over . An
equation over  is also called a -equation.
An equation e is closed if both terms occurring in it are closed. We write CE for the
set E(∅) of closed -equations.
Let E ⊆ E(X) and e ∈ E(X). Then e is derivable from E, written E  e, if it is
justified by the following rules:
(1) if t1 = t2 ∈ E, then E  t1 = t2;
(2) if t ∈T(X), then E  t = t ;
(3) if E  t1 = t2, then E  t2 = t1;
(4) if E  t1 = t2 and E  t2 = t3, then E  t1 = t3;
(5) if E  t1 = t2, E  t ′1 = t ′2, x ∈ X and x : s(t ′1), then E  t1[t ′1/x] = t2[t ′2/x].
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2.2. Algebras
Let  = (S,O) be a signature. Then an algebra A with signature  consists of:
(1) for each s ∈ S, a non-empty set As , called the carrier of s;
(2) for each o ∈ O, o : s1 × · · · × sn → s, a function oA :As1 × · · · ×Asn →As , called
the interpretation of o.
An algebra with signature  is also called a -algebra. Sometimes, we loosely writeA
for the set
⋃{As | s ∈ S}.
Let A be an algebra with signature  = (S,O) and X ⊆V. Then an assignment
in A for variables in X is a sort-respecting function α : X →A. For every assignment
α : X →A, x ∈ X, x : s, and d ∈As (s ∈ S), we write α(x → d) for the assignment α′ :
X →A such that α′(y) = α(x) if y /= x and α′(x) = d .
Let A be a -algebra, X ⊆V, and α : X →A be an assignment in A for vari-
ables in X. Then the term evaluation function extending α is the sort-respecting function
α∗ :T(X)→A recursively defined by
(1) α∗(x) = α(x);
(2) α∗(o(t1, . . . , tn)) = oA(α∗(t1), . . . , α∗(tn)).
LetA be a -algebra, X ⊆V, and t1 = t2 ∈ E(X). Then t1 = t2 holds inA, written
A |= t1 = t2, if α∗(t1) = α∗(t2) for all assignments α : X →A.
Let E ⊆ E(X). Then A is a model of E, written A |= E, if A |= e for all
e ∈ E.
Let A be a -algebra and E be a set of -equations. Then E is a sound axiomatiza-
tion of A (for closed terms) if for all e ∈ CE : E  e ⇒A |= e; and E is a complete
axiomatization of A (for closed terms) if for all e ∈ CE : E  e ⇐A |= e.
Let  = (S,O) be a signature and X ⊆V such that for all s ∈ S,T(Xs) /= ∅. Then
the algebra of terms over  and X, written T(X), is the -algebra where
(1) for each s ∈ S, the carrier of s is T(X)s ;
(2) for each o ∈ O, o : s1 × · · · × sn → s, the interpretation of o is the function oT(X):
T(X)s1 × · · · ×T(X)sn →T(X)s such that for all t1 ∈T(X)s1 , . . . , tn ∈
T(X)sn , o
T(X)(t1, . . . , tn) = o(t1, . . . , tn).
The algebra of closed terms over , written CT, is the algebra of terms over 
and ∅.
Let A be an algebra with signature  = (S,O). Then a (sort-respecting) equivalence
relation ∼ ⊆A×A is a congruence on A if for each o ∈ O, o : s1 × · · · × sn → s, we
have for all a1, a′1 ∈As1 , . . . , an, a′n ∈Asn :
a1 ∼ a′1, . . . , an ∼ a′n ⇒ oA(a1, . . . , an) ∼ oA(a′1, . . . , a′n).
Let ∼ be an equivalence relation on a set A. Then we write [a]∼, where a ∈ A, for
the equivalence class {a′ ∈ A | a ∼ a′}; and we write A/∼ for the quotient set {[a]∼ | a ∈
A}.
Let A be an algebra with signature  = (S,O) and ∼ ⊆A×A be a congruence on
A. Then the quotient algebra of A by ∼, written A/∼, is the -algebra where
(1) for each s ∈ S, the carrier of s is As/∼;
(2) for each o ∈ O, o : s1 × · · · × sn → s, the interpretation of o is the function oA/∼ :
As1/∼× · · · ×Asn/∼→As/∼ such that for all a1 ∈As1 , . . ., an ∈Asn ,
oA/∼([a1]∼, . . . , [an]∼) = [oA(a1, . . . , an)]∼.
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3. The basic approach
In this section, we introduce the approach to SOS using TSSs that define unary and
binary transition relations by means of transition rules with positive and negative premises.
In this approach, developed in Refs. [1–5], variable binding operators are not covered.
3.1. Transition system specifications
The main constituent of a TSS is a collection of transition rules defining certain tran-
sition relations. Each transition rule is made up of transition formulas. We will define
transition formulas and transition rules over a signature and a domain of transition predi-
cates. Therefore, we first define the notion of domain of transition predicates. Roughly
speaking, a domain of transition predicates consists of unary and binary predicates (relation
symbols), each predicate being given a sequence of argument sorts.
We assume a set P of predicates. Each predicate p ∈ P has a sequence of argument
sorts 〈s1, . . . , sn〉 ∈S∗. It is assumed that the sets V, O and P are mutually disjoint. We
use the notation p : s1 × · · · × sn to indicate that p is a predicate of which the sequence
of argument sorts is 〈s1, . . . , sn〉.
Let  = (S,O) be a signature. Then a domain of transition predicates on -terms is a
set ⊆ P such that for all p ∈ , if p : s1 × · · · × sn, then s1, . . . , sn ∈ S and n = 1 or 2.
Transition predicates are defined here in an uncommon way to anticipate the general-
ization to parametrized transition predicates discussed in Section 6.
Next, we define the notions of positive and negative transition formula. We also intro-
duce the notion of denial of a transition formula and make the notion of closed transition
formula precise.
Let  be a domain of transition predicates on -terms. Then the set F+, of positive
transition formulas over  and  and the set F−, of negative transition formulas over 
and  are the smallest sets satisfying:
if p ∈ , p : s1 × · · · × sn, and t1 ∈Ts1 , . . . , tn ∈Tsn,
then p(t1, . . . , tn) ∈F+,;
if p ∈ , p : s1 × · · · × sn, and t1 ∈Ts1 , . . . , tn ∈Tsn,
then ¬p(t1, . . . , tn) ∈F−,.
Bear in mind that p ∈  implies 1  n  2. We use in general postfix notation for unary
predicates and infix notation for binary predicates. We write F, for F+, ∪F−,. For
φ ∈F,, φ¯, the denial of φ, is defined as follows:
p(t1, . . . , tm) = ¬p(t1, . . . , tm), ¬p(t1, . . . , tm) = p(t1, . . . , tm).
A positive or negative transition formula φ is closed if all terms occurring in it are closed.
We write CF+, for {φ ∈F+, |φ is closed} and CF−, for {φ ∈F−, |φ is closed}.
Furthermore, we write CF, for CF+, ∪ CF−,.
In the following definition, the notion of transition rule is defined. The notions of
substitution instance and closed substitution instance of a transition rule are also
introduced.
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Let  be a domain of transition predicates on -terms. Then the set R, of transition
rules over  and  is the smallest set satisfying:
if  ⊆F, and ψ ∈F+,, then

ψ
∈ R,.
Let r = 
ψ
be a transition rule. Then the transition formulas in  are the premises of
r and the transition formula ψ is the conclusion of r . A transition rule r is closed if all
formulas occurring in it are closed. Substitution extends from terms to formulas and rules
as expected. For every substitution σ :V →T and transition rule r , the transition rule
σ(r) is a substitution instance of r . If σ is a closed substitution, the transition rule σ(r) is
a closed substitution instance of r .
We are now ready to define the notion of TSS.
A TSS is a triple P = (,, R), where
(1)  is a signature;
(2)  is a domain of transition predicates on -terms;
(3) R ⊆ R,.
We write si(R) for the set of all substitution instances of r ∈ R and csi(R) for the set of all
closed substitution instances of r ∈ R.
Example 1. We consider the signature C = ({C}, {0c, sc}), with 0c : → C and sc : C→
C, and the transition predicate domain C = { inc→, dec→, even→}, with inc→: C× C, dec→: C× C
and even→ : C× C. The signature C introduces terms intended to be used as expressions for
counters. A counter can freely be incremented, but it can only be decremented once for
each time it has been incremented. The idea is that the term 0c represents a counter that
cannot be decremented and that the term sc(t), where t ∈ CTC , represents a counter that
can be decremented once more than the counter represented by t . In addition, it can be
checked whether a counter can be decremented for an even number of times. This oper-
ational behaviour is modeled by the TSS PC = (C,C, RC), where RC consists of the
following transition rules:
x
inc→ sc(x)
y
inc→ x
x
dec→ y 0c even→ 0c
¬
(
x
even→ x
)
sc(x)
even→ sc(x)
.
An example of a closed substitution instance of a transition rule from RC is
0c
inc→ sc(0c)
sc(0c)
dec→ 0c
.
It is obtained from the second transition rule by means of a closed substitution σ such that
σ(x) = sc(0c) and σ(y) = 0c.
3.2. Proofs from TSSs
In the following definition, we introduce a general notion of proof from a TSS by al-
lowing to prove transition rules. The proof of a transition rule 
ψ
corresponds to the proof
of the transition formula ψ under the assumptions .
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Let P = (,, R) be a TSS. Then a proof of a transition rule 
ψ
from P is a well-
founded, upwardly branching tree of which the nodes are labelled by formulas in F,,
such that
(1) the root is labelled by ψ ;
(2) if a node is labelled by ψ ′ and ′ is the set of labels of the nodes directly above this
node, then
either ψ ′ ∈  and ′ = ∅ or 
′
ψ ′
∈ si(R).
A transition rule r is provable from P , written P  r , if there exists a proof of r from P .
A positive transition formula φ is provable from P , written P  φ, if there exists a proof
of ∅
φ
from P .
In the following definition, we introduce the notion of well-supported proof from a TSS.
It incorporates a form of negation as failure.
Let P = (,, R) be a TSS. Then a well-supported proof of a closed transition formula
ψ from P is like a proof of ∅
φ
from P , but admitting under 2 additionally
or ψ ′ is negative and for all sets N ⊆ CF−, such that
P  N
ψ ′
there exists a φ′ ∈ ′ such that φ′ ∈ N.
A closed transition formula φ is ws-provable from P , written P ws ψ , if there exists a
well-supported proof of φ from P .
In a well-supported proof, it is allowed to infer the denial of a closed positive transition
formula φ, if it is manifestly impossible to infer φ because every conceivable proof of φ
involves a negative premise of which the denial has already been proved. This fits in with
the idea that the only closed positive transition formulas that hold in the intended model
of a TSS are those inferable from the transition rules under assumption of closed negative
transition formulas that do not lead to inconsistencies. However, in the case where this
principle is applied, it is not precluded that there still exists a closed positive transition
formula of which it is not possible to establish whether it holds in the intended model or
not. Therefore, we also introduce the notion of complete TSS.
Let P = (,, R) be a TSS. Then P is complete if for all φ ∈ CF,, either P ws φ
or P ws φ¯.
Only complete TSSs are considered to be meaningful in this paper. This choice is dic-
tated by the observation that in virtually all applications of TSSs, it is essential that it can
be established for every closed positive transition formula whether it holds in the intended
model or not. It is, for example, the case with transition rule formats guaranteeing that
bisimulation equivalence is a congruence and syntactic criteria to determine operational
conservativity.
Example 2. We consider the TSS PC of Example 1. The following is a well-supported
proof of sc(sc(0c))
even−→ sc(sc(0c)) from PC:
◦ 0c even−→ 0c↑◦ ¬(sc(0c) even−→ sc(0c))↑◦ sc(sc(0c)) even−→ sc(sc(0c))
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3.3. Models of TSSs
The models of a TSS are known as transition systems. We define transition systems with
respect to a signature and a domain of transition predicates.
Let  be a domain of transition predicates on -terms. A transition system TS for 
and  consists of:
for each p ∈ , p : s1 × · · · × sn, a relation pTS ⊆ CTs1 × · · · × CTsn,
called the interpretation of p.
So transition predicates are interpreted as relations on sets of closed terms.
The following definition makes precise what it means for a closed transition formula
to hold in a transition system.
Let TS be a transition system for signature  and domain of transition predicates .
For φ ∈ CF,, φ holds in TS, written TS |= φ, is defined as follows:
(1) TS |= p(t1, . . . , tn) if (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ pTS,
(2) TS |= ¬p(t1, . . . , tn) if (t1, . . . , tn) /∈ pTS.
For  ⊆ CF,, we write TS |=  to indicate that TS |= φ for all φ ∈ .
A transition system TS for  and  corresponds to the set F ⊆ CF+, such that,
for all p(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ CF+,, p(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ F ⇔TS |= p(t1, . . . , tn). Hence, in the
light of the last definition, a transition relation on -terms can be regarded as a set of
closed positive transition formulas over  and . Therefore, closed positive transition
formulas are sometimes loosely called transitions. This correspondence also clarifies the
value attached in Section 3.2 to TSSs being complete.
Now, we can make precise what it means for a transition system to be a model of a TSS
and what it means for a transition system to be well-supported by a TSS.
Let P = (,, R) be a TSS and TS be a transition system for  and . Then TS is
a model of P , written TS |= P , if for all ψ ∈ CF+,:
TS |= ψ ⇐ ∃
ψ
∈ csi(R) TS |= ,
and TS is well-supported by P if for all ψ ∈ CF+,:
TS |= ψ ⇒ ∃ ⊆ CF−, P 

ψ
∧TS |= .
If TS is a model of P that is well-supported by P , we say that TS is a well-supported
model of P . For φ ∈ CF,, we write P |=ws φ to indicate that TS |= φ for all well-
supported models TS of P .
The definition of model expresses that a transition system is a model of a TSS if it
obeys the transition rules of the TSS. The definition of well-supportedness expresses that
a transition system is well-supported by a TSS if each of its transitions is justified by the
transition rules of the TSS and this justification is founded, i.e. it does not make use of the
transition itself. We have that ws is sound for all well-supported models of a TSS, that is
P ws ψ ⇒ P |=ws ψ (Proposition 11 in Ref. [15]).
Suppose that P = (,, R) is a complete TSS andTS is a transition system for  and
. It is easy to check that the notion of well-supported proof is defined in such a way that
TS is well-supported by P iff for all ψ ∈ CF+,, TS |= ψ ⇒ P ws ψ . From this and
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the soundness result for ws, it follows that a complete TSS has a unique well-supported
model. Its transitions are exactly the ones justified by a well-supported proof.
Let P = (,, R) be a complete TSS. Then the intended model of P , writtenTSP , is
the unique well-supported model of P .TSP is also called the transition system associated
with P .
Notice that every TSS without negative premises is complete. Moreover, for TSSs with-
out negative premises,  and ws coincide on closed transition formulas.
Example 3. We consider again the TSS PC of Example 1. Let E be the smallest subset of
CTC satisfying (1) 0c ∈ E and (2) if t ∈ E, then sc(sc(t)) ∈ E. The intended modelTSPC
has {(t, sc(t)) | t ∈ CTC}, {(sc(t), t) | t ∈ CTC}, and {(t, t) | t ∈ E} as interpretations of
the transition predicates inc→, dec→, and even→ , respectively.
3.4. Bisimulation equivalence and the panth format
Bisimulation equivalence is a frequently used equivalence to abstract from irrele-
vant details of operational semantics. We define bisimulation equivalence with respect to a
TSS.
Let P = (,, R) be a TSS. Then a bisimulation B based on P is a sort-respecting
symmetric binary relation B ⊆ CT × CT such that:
(1) if B(t1, t ′1) and TSP |= p(t1, t2), then ∃t ′2 TSP |= p(t ′1, t ′2) and B(t2, t ′2);
(2) if B(t1, t ′1) and TSP |= p(t1), then TSP |= p(t ′1).
Two closed -terms t and t ′ are bisimulation equivalent in P , written t ↔P t ′, if there
exists a bisimulation B such that B(t, t ′).
The transition rule format known as the panth format guarantees that bisimulation equiv-
alence is a congruence.
Let P = (,, R) be a TSS. Then a transition rule r ∈ R is in panth format if it
satisfies:
(1) the second argument of each premise of r that has the form p(t1, t2) is a variable;
(2) the second argument of each premise of r that has the form ¬p(t1, t2) is a closed term;
(3) the first argument of the conclusion of r has one of the following forms:
x or o(x1, . . . , xn);
(4) the variables that occur as second argument of a premise that has the form p(t1, t2) or
in the first argument of the conclusion are mutually distinct.
The TSS P is in panth format if each transition rule r ∈ R is in panth format.
Theorem 4 (Congruence). Let P = (,, R) be a complete TSS in panth format. Then
↔P is a congruence on the algebra of closed terms over .
Proof. In the one-sorted case, it follows immediately from Theorem 4.5 in Ref. [4] and
Corollary 5.7 in Ref. [16]. However, it is immediately clear that those theorems go through
in the many-sorted case seeing that their proofs do not depend on the lack of many-sorted-
ness. 
Consider a complete TSS P = (,, R) in panth format. Then it is certain that we
can construct CT/↔P , the quotient algebra of the algebra of closed terms over  by
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bisimulation equivalence. If this -algebra is intended to be a model of some set of -
equations, then this algebra is usually called its bisimulation model.
Example 5. We consider once more the TSS PC of Example 1. It is not in panth for-
mat because its second and fourth transition rule are not in panth format. We can replace
those two rules by rules in panth format such that the transition system associated with the
resulting TSS is the same as the transition system associated with the original TSS. The
transition rules of the new TSS are as follows:
x
inc→ sc(x) sc(x) dec→ x 0c
even→ 0c
{¬(x even→ t) ∣∣ t ∈ CTC
}
sc(x)
even→ sc(x)
.
It is easy to see that the new TSS, say P ′C, is also complete. Hence, ↔P ′C is a congruence on
the algebra of closed terms over C. In this particular case, this result is not really relevant
because ↔P ′C is the identity relation on CTC .
4. Variable binding operators
The generalization of the relevant notions––such as signature, term, equation, algebra,
transition rule, bisimulation equivalence and panth format––needed to deal with variable
binding operators is rather straightforward. Additional rules to derive equations ensue from
it.
4.1. Signatures, terms, equations and algebras
For clearness’ sake, we now call the elements of S base sorts. To begin with, we
need other sorts, which are built up from base sorts. If S ⊆S and s1, . . . , sn, s ∈ S, then
s1, . . . , sn · s is a binding sort over S. We write B(S) for the union of S and the set of
all binding sorts over S. The carrier of a base sort s consists of objects which are called
ordinary objects. The carrier of a binding sort s1, . . . , sn · s consists of functions from
the cartesian product of the carriers of the base sorts s1, . . . , sn to the carrier of the base
sort s. Binding sorts are used for variable binding in arguments of operators. Argument
sorts of operators may be binding sorts; result sorts must be base sorts. Suppose that
o : s1 × · · · × sn → s. If si = si1, . . . , sini · si (1  i  n), then o binds ni variables, of
base sorts si1, . . . , sini , in the ith argument. Otherwise, i.e. if si ∈ S, it does not bind any
variable in the ith argument. Sorts of variables may also be binding sorts.
A binding signature is now a pair  = (S,O), with S ⊆S and O ⊆ O, such that for
all o ∈ O, if o : s1 × · · · × sn → s, then s1, . . . , sn, s ∈ B(S).
For a binding signature, the variable domainV is the set {x ∈V | ∃s ∈ B(S)  x : s}.
Let  = (S,O) be a binding signature and X ⊆V. For each s ∈ B(S), there is a set
T(X)s of binding terms over  and X of sort s. These sets are the smallest sets satisfying:
(1) if x ∈ X and x : s, with s ∈ S, then x ∈T(X)s ;
(2) if x ∈ X, x : s1, . . . , sn · s, and t1 ∈T(X)s1 , . . . , tn ∈T(X)sn , then x(t1, . . . , tn) ∈
T(X)s ;
(3) if x1, . . . , xn ∈ X, x1 : s1, . . . , xn : sn, t ∈T(X)s , with s1, . . . , sn, s ∈ S, and
x1, . . . , xn are mutually distinct, then x1, . . . , xn · t ∈T(X)s1,...,sn·s ;
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(4) if o ∈ O, o : s1 × · · · × sn → s, and t1 ∈T(X)s1 , . . . , tn ∈T(X)sn , then o(t1, . . . ,
tn) ∈T(X)s .
Rule 2 shows that variables of binding sorts have arguments. Notice that binding terms
formed by application of rule 3 serve only as argument of operators. Binding terms of
which the sort is a base sort are ordinary terms.
In the case of binding terms, the notion of closed term must be generalized. An occur-
rence of a variable x in a binding term t is bound if the occurrence is in a subterm of the
form x1, . . . , xn · t ′ with x ∈ {x1, . . . , xn}; otherwise it is free. If x has at least one bound
occurrence in t , it is called a bound variable of t . If x has at least one free occurrence in
t , it is called a free variable of t . A binding term t is closed if it is a binding term without
free variables. We still write CT for the set of closed binding terms.
The extension of a substitution σ from variables to binding terms differs in two ways
from the extension of a substitution from variables to ordinary terms. First of all, only
free occurrences of variables are replaced and bound variables are renamed if needed to
avoid free occurrences of variables in the replacing terms becoming bound. Secondly, if
σ(x) = x1, . . . , xn · t , a term of the form x(t1, . . . , tn) is replaced as a whole by the term
t[σ(t1), . . . , σ (tn)/x1, . . . , xn]. Substitution is only defined up to change of bound vari-
ables. This is justified because binding terms that can be obtained from each other by
change of bound variables are not distinguished semantically.
In the case of binding signatures, the definition of the notion of equation has to be
adapted to include equations of which both sides are terms of a binding sort. Two additional
rules are available to derive such equations:
(1) if x1, . . . , xn · t ∈T(X), y1, . . . , yn ∈ X, y1 : s(x1), . . . ,yn : s(xn), and y1, . . . ,yn
are mutually distinct, thenE  x1, . . . , xn · t = y1, . . . , yn · t[y1, . . . , yn/x1, . . . , xn];
(2) if E  t1 = t2, s(t1) ∈ S, x1, . . . , xn ∈ X and s(x1), . . . , s(xn) ∈ S, then E  x1, . . . ,
xn · t1 = x1, . . . , xn · t2.
In the case of binding signatures, an algebra differs in two ways from an ordinary algebra.
Firstly, there are also carriers for the binding sorts, as explained above. That is, the algebra
with signature  = (S,O) consists of:
(1) for each s ∈ B(S), a non-empty setAs, called the carrier of s, such that if s ∈ B(S)−
S, s = s1, . . . , sn · s, then As ⊆As1 × · · · ×Asn →As ;
(2) for each o ∈ O, o : s1 × · · · × sn → s, a function oA:As1 × · · · ×Asn →As , called
the interpretation of o.
Secondly, the algebra must satisfy the restriction that each assignment α can be extended
to a term evaluation function such that:
(1) α∗x = α(x);
(2) α∗(x(t1, . . . , tn)) = α(x)(α∗(t1), . . . , α∗(tn));
(3) α∗(x1, . . . , xn · t) is the f ∈As(x1),...,s(xn)·s(t) such that, for all d1 ∈As(x1), . . . , dn ∈
As(xn), f (d1, . . . , dn) = (α(x1 → d1) · · · (xn → dn))∗(t);
(4) α∗(o(t1, . . . , tn)) = oA(α∗(t1), . . . , α∗(tn)).
The restriction concerning term evaluation is automatically satisfied by ordinary algebras.
Frequently used ways to construct algebras, such as the term algebra construction and the
quotient algebra construction, still work in the presence of variable binding operators. For
a formal treatment of algebras in the presence of variable binding operators, the reader is
referred to Ref. [6].
Henceforth, we usually say signature and term instead of binding signature and binding
term, respectively, if it is clear that the latter are meant.
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Example 6. In CCS [10], the operator µ is used to define processes recursively. For ex-
ample, the expression µx · ax denotes the solution of the equation x = ax, i.e. the process
that will keep on performing action a forever. The operator µ is in essence a unary vari-
able binding operator that binds one variable in its argument. In the current setting, µx · t
becomes simply an abbreviation for µ(x · t).
4.2. Transition systems, bisimulation equivalence and the panth format
In this subsection, we only consider transition predicates that do not bind variables
in their arguments. In Ref. [6], we consider transition predicates that may bind variables
in their second argument. That yields a slightly weaker congruence result: if transition
predicates that bind variables in their second argument are used, the congruence result is
limited to TSSs that are well-founded (see Ref. [6] for details).
In the case of binding signatures, a transition system differs in one way from an ordinary
transition system: terms are identified if they can be obtained from each other by change
of bound variables. This is formalized as follows. First of all, we introduce ≈˙, the (sort-
respecting) congruence on terms induced by change of bound variables. Next, we adapt the
definition of the notion of transition system such that transition predicates are interpreted
as relations on equivalence classes of closed terms with respect to ≈˙. That is, a transition
system for signature  and domain of transition predicates  consists of:
for each p ∈ , p : s1 × · · · × sn, a relation pTS ⊆ CTs1 /≈˙ × · · · × CTsn /≈˙.
For closed transition formulas φ, φ holds inTS, still writtenTS |= φ, is now defined
as follows:
(1) TS |= p(t1, . . . , tn) if ([t1]≈˙, . . . , [tn]≈˙) ∈ pTS,
(2) TS |= ¬p(t1, . . . , tn) if ([t1]≈˙, . . . , [tn]≈˙) /∈ pTS.
The definitions of the notions of TSS, model of a TSS, well-supported model of a TSS,
complete TSS and TSS in panth format do not have to be adapted. A bisimulation based
on a TSS P = (,, R) must have the following additional properties:
(3) if t≈˙t ′, then B(t, t ′);
(4) if B(x1, . . . , xn · t, y1, . . . , yn · t ′), then ∀t1 ∈ CTs(x1) , . . . , tn ∈ CTs(xn) 
B(t[t1, . . . , tn/x1, . . . , xn], t ′[t1, . . . , tn/y1, . . . , yn]).
With these adaptations, Theorem 4, the congruence theorem, goes through in the presence
of variable binding operators. However, that theorem goes even through in the case where
we relax the panth format as follows (see Corollary 4.10 in Ref. [6]). A transition rule
r ∈ R is in generalized panth format if it satisfies:
(1) the second argument of each premise of r that has the form p(t1, t2) has one of the
following forms:
x or x(t ′1, . . . , t ′n)
where each t ′i (1  i  n) is a closed term;
(2) the second argument of each premise of r that has the form ¬p(t1, t2) is a closed term;
(3) the first argument of the conclusion of r has one of the following forms:
x or x(u1, . . . , un) or o(u1, . . . , un),
where each ui (1  i  n) has the form y or x1, . . . , xn · y(x1, . . . , xn);
(4) the variables that occur as a free variable in the second argument of a premise or the
first argument of the conclusion are mutually distinct.
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This transition rule format is a minor improvement of the one from Definition 4.3 in Ref. [6].
Example 7. We consider again the recursion operator µ from Example 6. The transition
rules anticipated for this operator include for each action α the following transition rule
concerning a transition predicate α→ capturing “is capable of first performing action α and
then proceeding as”:
z(µx · z(x)) α→ x′
µx · z(x) α→ x′
.
This transition rule is in generalized panth format.
5. Conservative extensions
Frequently, bisimulation models, and their axiomatizations, seem to extend other bisimu-
lation models, and their axiomatizations, smoothly. If the bisimulation models extend in a
certain way, proofs of axiomatic conservativity and completeness can be simplified. This
kind of extension is conveyed by the notion of operational conservativity. First, we will
define what an operational conservative extension of a TSS is and give syntactic criteria to
determine whether a TSS is an operational conservative extension of another TSS. After
that, we will define what an axiomatic conservative extension of a set of equations is
and give results explaining the relationship between operational conservativity, axiomatic
conservativity and completeness.
5.1. Operational conservativity
First the notions of sum of signatures and sum of TSSs are introduced.
Let  = (S,O) and ′ = (S′,O ′) be signatures and P = (,, R) and P ′ = (′,′,
R′) be TSSs. Then the sum of  and ′, written ⊕ ′, is the signature (S ∪ S′,O ∪O ′)
and the sum of P and P ′, written P ⊕ P ′, is the TSS (⊕ ′, ∪′, R ∪ R′).
Next we make precise what an operational conservative extension of a TSS is.
Let P = (,, R) and P ′ = (′,′, R′) be TSSs. Then P ⊕ P ′ is an operational con-
servative extension of P if P ⊕ P ′ is a complete TSS and for all φ ∈ CF⊕′,∪′ such
that the first argument of φ is a -term we have TSP |= φ ⇔TSP⊕P ′ |= φ.
Suppose that P = (,, R) and P ′ = (′,′, R′) are TSSs and that P ⊕ P ′ is com-
plete. It is straightforward to check that P ⊕ P ′ is an operational conservative extension of
P iff for all N ⊆ CF−⊕′,∪′ and for all ψ ∈ CF+⊕′,∪′ such that the first argument
of ψ is a -term we have P 
(
N
ψ
)
⇔ P ⊕ P ′ 
(
N
ψ
)
. This characterization of opera-
tional conservativity can also be used as its definition in the case where the restriction is
dropped that P ⊕ P ′ is complete. This is done in Ref. [11]. However, as explained at the
end of Section 3.2, only complete TSSs are considered meaningful in this paper. Besides, it
follows immediately from the definition given in this paper that ↔P ⊆ ↔P⊕P ′ if P ⊕ P ′
is an operational conservative extension of P , whereas it does not follow immediately from
the definition given in Ref. [11].
Next, we will introduce the notion of source-dependency of a transition rule. After
that, source-dependency is used in formulating a sufficient condition for a TSS to be an
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operational conservative extension of another TSS. In the definition of source-dependency
and the following theorem, an occurrence of a variable in a (binding) term t is called firmly
free if the occurrence is free and not in one of the terms t1, . . . , tn of a subterm of the
form x(t1, . . . , tn). Besides, a term t is called firmly fresh for a signature , if there is an
occurrence of a subterm t ′ with t ′ /∈T in t (possibly t itself) that is not in one of the
terms t1, . . . , tn of a subterm of the form x(t1, . . . , tn).
Let r be a transition rule. Then the set of source-dependent variables in r , written sd(r),
is the smallest set satisfying:
(1) if x occurs firmly free in the first argument of the conclusion of r , then x ∈ sd(r);
(2) if p(t, t ′) is a premise of r , for all variables x′ that occur free in t we have x′ ∈ sd(r),
and y occurs firmly free in t ′, then y ∈ sd(r).
The transition rule r is source-dependent if for all variables x that occur free in r we have
x ∈ sd(r).
Notice that, because of the way in which substitution works for terms of the form
x(t1, . . . , tn), substitution instances of a term may contain no trace of certain occurrences
of subterms of the term. Firmly free occurrences of variables and firmly fresh terms are
without this vanishing character. The following theorem does not go through if firmly
free is replaced by free or firmly fresh is replaced by fresh anywhere in the definition
of source-dependency or in the theorem itself.
Theorem 8 (Operational conservativity). Let P = (,, R) and P ′ = (′,′, R′) be
TSSs such that P ⊕ P ′ is complete. Let, for each r ∈ R′, ρ(r) be r with the premises
restricted to those premises of which the first (and possibly only) argument is a -term.
Then P ⊕ P ′ is an operational conservative extension of P if the following conditions are
satisfied:
(1) for each r ∈ R, r is source-dependent;
(2) for each r ∈ R′, either the first argument of the conclusion of r is firmly fresh for 
or there exists a premise p(t, t ′) or p(t) of r such that:
(a) t is a -term;
(b) for each variable x that occurs free in t we have that x ∈ sd(ρ(r));
(c) either t ′ is firmly fresh for  or p /∈ .
Proof. We prove a more general result, namely that P ⊕ P ′ satisfies the characterization
of operational conservativity given before even in the case where P ⊕ P ′ is not complete.
This result is the counterpart of Theorem 3.20 in Ref. [11] in a different setting for variable
binding operators. The essential differences are in the details of the structure of terms and
the details of substitution. The proof presented in Ref. [11] makes use of three lemmas. It
is only through those lemmas that the proof depends on the details of the structure of terms
and the details of substitution. Adapted to the notations and terminology used in this paper,
the lemmas concerned are as follows:
(1) for t ∈T⊕′ , if t is firmly fresh for , then σ(t) /∈T;
(2) for t ∈T, if σ(x) ∈T for all free variables x of t , then σ(t) ∈T;
(3) for t ∈T, if σ(t) ∈T, then σ(x) ∈T for all free variables x of t with at least
one firmly free occurrence.
The proofs of these lemmas are straightforward by structural induction on t . 
For completeness, we discuss the subordinate differences between Theorem 3.20 in Ref.
[11] and Theorem 8 in this paper. The distinction between formal and actual variables, formal
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and actual terms, formal and actual substitutions, and formal and actual transition rules is ir-
relevant in the case of Theorem 8. Besides, Theorem 8 is not as refined––the special position
of sorts for which there are no firmly fresh terms is not taken into account––and it does not
cover parametrized transition relations. The refinement referred to does not pose any
problem, but it will clutter up the definition of source-dependency and the formulation of the
operational conservativity theorem. For analogous reasons, parametrized transition relations
are not dealt with here (cf. Section 6). In order to grasp the proof presented in Ref. [11], it is
useful to know that the following notations and terminology are used. The set of all free vari-
ables of t is denoted by FV (t) and the set of all free variables of t that have a firmly free
occurrence in t is denoted by EV (t). Firmly fresh terms are simply called fresh terms.
Example 9. We consider a fragment of CCS without restriction, relabeling, and recursion.
CCS assumes a set N of names. The set A of actions is defined by A = N ∪ N ∪ {τ }, where
N = {a¯ | a ∈ N}. Elements a¯ ∈ N are called co-names and τ is called the silent step. The
signature of the TSS for this fragment of CCS consists of the sort P of processes, the
inaction constant 0 : → P, an action prefix operator α : P→ P for each action α ∈ A,
the choice operator+: P× P→ P, and the composition operator | : P× P→ P. The tran-
sition predicate domain consists of a binary transition predicate α→: P× P for each α ∈ A.
The transition rules are the ones given below (α ∈ A, a ∈ N):
αx
α→ x
x
α→ x′
x + y α→ x′
y
α→ y′
x + y α→ y′
x
α→ x′
x | y α→ x′ | y
y
α→ y′
x | y α→ x | y′
x
a→ x′, y a¯→ y′
x | y τ→ x′ | y′
x
a¯→ x′, y a→ y′
x | y τ→ x′ | y′
.
We can extend this fragment of CCS with the recursion operator µ : P · P→ P. This re-
quires the addition of the transition rules for this operator given in Example 7. This addi-
tion satisfies the conditions of Theorem 8. Consequently, the extension with the recursion
operator is an operational conservative extension.
5.2. Axiomatic conservativity and completeness
First we make precise what an axiomatic conservative extension of a set of equations
is.
Let  and ′ be signatures. Let E be a set of equations over  and E′′ be a set of
equations over ⊕ ′ such that E ⊆ E′′. Then E′′ is an axiomatic conservative extension
of E (for closed terms) if for all e ∈ CE we have E  e ⇔ E′′  e.
The following two theorems suggest how operational conservativity of extensions can
be used in proofs of axiomatic conservativity and completeness proofs.
Theorem 10 (Axiomatic conservativity). Let P = (,, R) and P ′ = (′,′, R′) be
TSSs. Let E be a set of equations over  and E′′ be a set of equations over ⊕ ′ such that
E ⊆ E′′. Then E′′ is an axiomatic conservative extension of E if the following conditions
are satisfied:
(1) P ⊕ P ′ is an operational conservative extension of P ;
(2) E is a complete axiomatization of CT/↔P ;
(3) E′′ is a sound axiomatization of CT⊕′/↔P⊕P ′ .
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Proof. Suppose thatE′′  t1 = t2 for t1, t2 ∈ CT. Soundness ofE′′ implies t1 ↔P⊕P ′ t2.
Operational conservativity of P ⊕ P ′ implies t1 ↔P t2. Completeness of E implies E 
t1 = t2. The other direction is trivial. 
Theorem 11 (Complete axiomatization). Let P = (,, R) and P ′ = (′,′, R′) be
TSSs. Let E be a set of equations over  and E′′ be a set of equations over ⊕ ′ such
that E ⊆ E′′. Then E′′ is a complete axiomatization of CT⊕′/↔P⊕P ′ if the conditions
of Theorem 10 as well as the following condition are satisfied:
(4) for each t ∈ CT⊕′ , there exists a t ′ ∈ CT such that E′′  t = t ′.
Proof. Suppose that t1 ↔P⊕P ′ t2 for t1, t2 ∈ CT⊕′ . Because of condition 4, there ex-
ist u1, u2 ∈ CT such that E′′  t1 = u1 and E′′  t2 = u2. Soundness of E′′ implies
t1 ↔P⊕P ′ u1 and t2 ↔P⊕P ′ u2. Together with t1 ↔P⊕P ′ t2, we have u1 ↔P⊕P ′ u2. Op-
erational conservativity of P ⊕ P ′ implies u1 ↔P u2. Completeness of E implies E 
u1 = u2. Because E ⊆ E′′, also E′′  u1 = u2. Together with E′′  t1 = u1 and E′′ 
t2 = u2, we have E′′  t1 = t2. 
Example 12. We consider again the fragments of CCS of Example 9. Suppose that we
have a set E of axioms that is complete for the bisimulation model of the fragment without
the recursion operator and a set E′ of additional axioms concerning the recursion operator
that are all sound for the bisimulation model of the fragment with the recursion operator.
The sets in question can easily be found in Refs. [17] and [10], respectively. It is already
known that the TSS for the fragment with the recursion operator is an operational conser-
vative extension of the TSS for the fragment without the recursion operator. Therefore, it
follows immediately that E ∪ E′ is an axiomatic conservative extension of E.
6. Given sorts
In various applications of TSSs, it is impractical and unnecessary to provide the terms
of certain sorts with an operational semantics because there exists a fully established se-
mantics for them. We will call such sorts given sorts. The sort that represents the time
domain in versions of process calculi with timing is a typical example of a given sort. In
the case of given sorts, a transition system differs in one way from a transition system as
defined before: terms of given sorts are identified if they are semantically equivalent. This
is formalized as follows. First of all, we introduce ≈¨, the least (sort-respecting) congruence
on terms that includes both ≈˙ and the equivalence induced by the semantics for the terms
of given sorts. Next, we adapt the definition of the notion of transition system such that a
transition system consists of relations on equivalence classes of closed terms with respect
to ≈¨. That is, a transition system for signature  and domain of transition predicates 
consists of:
for each p ∈ , p : s1 × · · · × sn, a relation pTS ⊆ CTs1 /≈¨ × · · · × CTsn /≈¨.
For closed transition formulas φ, φ holds in TS, still written TS |= φ, is now defined as
follows:
(1) TS |= p(t1, . . . , tn) if ([t1]≈¨, . . . , [tn]≈¨) ∈ pTS,
(2) TS |= ¬p(t1, . . . , tn) if ([t1]≈¨, . . . , [tn]≈¨) /∈ pTS.
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The definitions of the notions of TSS, model of a TSS, well-supported model of a TSS,
complete TSS, TSS in panth format, and bisimulation equivalence in a TSS do not have to
be adapted.
With these adaptations, we still have the following result. IfP = (,, R) is a complete
TSS in generalized panth format, then↔P is a congruence on the algebra of closed terms over
. However, this result goes through in the case where we relax the generalized panth format
as follows. A transition rule r ∈ R is in relaxed generalized panth format if it satisfies the
restrictions for the generalized panth format with restriction 3 modified as follows:
(3) the first argument of the conclusion of r has one of the following forms:
x or x(u1, . . . , un) or o(u1, . . . , un),
where each ui (1  i  n) has the form y or x1, . . . , xn · y(x1, . . . , xn) or is a term
of a given sort.
This modification permits, for each given sort s, that a term of sort s is used where the
original generalized panth format only permits that a variable of sort s is used.
Distinguishing given sorts does not only make it possible to relax the panth format. It
also allows for TSSs with transition predicates parametrized by closed terms of given sorts.
We can relax the restriction that a transition predicate p is a predicate p : s1 × · · · × sn with
1  n  2 to the restriction that a transition predicate p is a predicate p : s1 × · · · × sn
with at most two sorts among s1, . . . , sn that are not given sorts. Suppose that p is a para-
metrized transition predicate p : s1 × · · · × sn and i1, . . . , ik (n− 2  k  n− 1) are the
indices of the given sorts in increasing order. We can take a fresh predicate pT1,...,Tk for
each equivalence class T1 of closed terms of sort si1 , . . . , equivalence class Tk of closed
terms of sort sik . It is easy to see that carrying on in this way, we can reduce any TSS with
parametrized transition predicates to a TSS without them, while preserving bisimulation
equivalence. Consequently, the congruence and operational conservativity results given in
this paper can be generalized to cover transition predicates parametrized by closed terms
of given sorts.
Example 13. We consider the signature T = ({T}, {0t, st})⊕ N, with 0t : → T and
st : T→ T, where N = ({N}, {0, 1,+, ·}) is the signature of the theory of natural num-
bers. We declare N to be a given sort. We also consider the transition predicate domain
T = {'→} with '→: T× N × T. So '→ is a transition predicate parametrized by closed
terms of the given sort N. The signature T introduces terms intended to be used as expres-
sions for timers. The idea is that the term 0t represents a timer that expires immediately and
that the term st(t), where t ∈ CTT , represents a timer that expires one time unit later than
the timer represented by t . After idling for one time unit, the timer represented by st(t)
behaves like the timer represented by t . The operational behaviour of timers is modeled
by the TSS PT = (T,T, RT), where RT consists of the following transition rules:
0t
0'→ 0t
x
n'→ y
st(x)
n+1'→ y
x
n'→ y
st(x)
n'→ st(y)
.
Two examples of closed transition formulas over T and T are
st(0t)
1'→ 0t and st(0t) 0+1'→ 0t.
Both transition formulas refer to the same transition because 1 and 0 + 1 are semantically
equivalent.
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7. Concluding remarks
I have been able to reformulate an operational conservativity theorem from Ref. [11]
in my preferred setting to deal with variable binding operators, viz. the setting introduced
in Ref. [6]. This is not a very deep result. Yet, for several reasons, it is surely worth mak-
ing mention of. In the first place, different from the setting to deal with variable binding
operators introduced in Ref. [11], the one introduced in Ref. [6] does not require to make
a distinction between two kinds of variables, terms, substitutions, etc. Such a distinction
hinders smooth generalizations of definitions and results concerning TSSs without support
for variable binding operators. Secondly, the question whether variable binding operators
fit in with the basic concepts, constructions, and results concerning algebras has only been
answered affirmative in the case of the setting introduced in Ref. [6] (see e.g. Ref. [12]).
Because my need to extend the approach to SOS developed in Refs. [1–5] to deal with
variable binding operators stems from the work on process algebra with timing presented
in Refs. [18,19], I found the second point very important.
Furthermore, I have given an alternative explanation of the meaning of TSSs with neg-
ative premises. In my opinion, this explanation conveys a more intuitive understanding of
the meaning of TSSs with negative premises than previous explanations. In general, those
explanations put the emphasis on rather artificial notions, such as the notion of a three-
valued stable model, which are difficult to grasp (see e.g. Refs. [5,6,11]). In the alternative
explanation given in this paper, I have made an attempt to introduce only notions that are
relevant to a clear understanding of such issues as the issue whether bisimulation equiva-
lence based on a TSS is also a congruence for that TSS and the issue whether a TSS is an
operational conservative extension of another TSS.
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